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Belief versus acceptance:
Why do people not believe in evolution?
James D. Williams*
University of Sussex, School of Education, Falmer, Brighton, East Sussex, UK
Despite being an established and accepted scientific
theory for 150 years, repeated public polls show that
evolution is not believed by large numbers of people.
This essay examines why people do not accept evolution
and argues that its poor representation in some science
textbooks allows misconceptions, established and rein-
forced in early childhood, to take hold. There is also a
lack of up-to-date examples of evidence for evolution in
school textbooks. Poor understanding by science grad-
uates and teachers of the nature of science and incorrect
definitions by them of key terminology, serve only to
undermine efforts to improve public understanding of
evolution. This paper has several recommendations,
including the introduction of evolution to primary age
children and a call to bring evolution back as the central
tenet of biology.
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Introduction

Why people do not believe in evolution has no simple answer.

With the creationist community promoting intelligent design

as a viable scientific alternative to evolution, coupled with calls

for the discussion of ‘strengths and weaknesses’ in evolution

in the USA, challenges to evolution have entered a new era.(1)

The creationist community is trying to generate a distinction

between the old guard that pushed overtly religious creation-

science and a new guard that purports to tackle evolution with

a wholly scientific approach, intelligent design, while trying to

distance itself from any religious motivations.

Part 1 of this essay considers belief in evolution by

exploring the nature of beliefs and then misconceptions in

science and addresses the issue of whether or not

creationism is a worldview, as proposed by Reiss.(2) Part 2

considers evolution education in the UK and how it is

presented in commonly used textbooks. Wider problems

associated with a confused understanding of key scientific

terminology, such as theory, law, hypothesis, etc., are also
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reported. Finally, recommendations are made for curriculum

developers, educators, textbook writers and scientists.

While the UK is used as a source of evidence for the

problems in dealingwith evolutionwithin the science curriculum,

the recommendations and suggested approaches to dealing

with creationism in the classroom will have implications for

many other countries.
Public belief in evolution

Public polls in a range of countries reveal that large

numbers of people do not believe in evolution. The evidence

suggests that creationism is on the rise, most notably in

Turkey, the United Kingdom and Australia.(3,4) Creationism

also has a foothold in many other countries, including

Russia and Poland.(5–7) A recent conference at the Max

Planck Institute for molecular biology at the University of

Dortmund brought together a range of academics to

discuss the rise of creationism and lack of understanding of

evolution,(8) with many delegates reporting similar problems

across Europe.

In a review of belief in evolution conducted across 34

countries, languishing at number 33, just above Turkey, as the

country with the greatest percentage of its population who

believe evolution to be false, was the USA.(9) America has

conducted polls over a 30-year period and the percentage of

adults that reject evolution has remained relatively stable,

between 43 and 47%. In many other countries, regular polls

with consistent questions do not exist, making year on year

international comparisons very difficult, but occasional polls

reveal that significant numbers of people still reject evolution.

A recent UK poll conducted by Theos, a religious think tank

that undertakes research and provides commentary on social

and political issues, resulted in a major report into attitudes

and belief about evolution,(10) it revealed that:
� O
nly 54% of people know that Charles Darwin wrote The

Origin of Species.
� F
orty-two per cent of people believe that evolution presents

some challenges to Christianity but that it is possible to

believe in both.
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The poll also examined people’s opinions on the relation-

ship between human beings and other living things and found
that:
� F
12
ourteen per cent of people think that human beings are

just another species of animal and have no unique value or

significance.
� F
orty-three per cent believe that human beings are like

other animals but are particularly complex and this com-

plexity gives humans value and significance.
� F
orty per cent believe that human beings are uniquely

different from other living things and so have a unique

value and significance.

Its findings overall are encouraging, though the lack of

knowledge about the works of Darwin and that 40% of those

polled, see humans as ‘unique’ will provide creationists with

some comfort.

Worryingly, Just 37% of respondents agreed that Darwi-

nian evolution is a theory so well established it is beyond

reasonable doubt, with nearly a fifth (19%) believing it has little

or no supporting evidence. Also 36% stated that the theory is

still waiting to be proved or disproved. To me these statistics

indicate that the public understanding of the nature of science,

the status of theories and what constitutes scientific evidence

may not be well developed.
Weird and implausible beliefs

For some fundamentalist evangelical Christians, belief in

evolution represents much of what is wrong in society.

Ham,(11,12) for example, claims that evolution is fundamentally

evil.

Many Christians recognize the degeneration that has

occurred in society. They see the collapse in Christian

ethics and the increase in anti-God philosophies. They are

well aware of the increase of lawlessness, homosexuality,

pornography, and abortion (and other products of

humanistic philosophy), but they are at a loss to know

why this is occurring. The reason they are in such a

dilemma is that they do not understand the foundational

nature of the battle. Creation versus evolution is the bottom

line. (p. 100)

In contrast, many scientists who reject creationism,

including Wolpert,(13) will emphasise the value-free nature

of science, supporting an argument that science does not

have a direct impact on ethical considerations.

. . .science is the best way to understand the world, . . . for

any set of observations, there is only one correct

explanation. Also, science is value-free, as it explains
56
the world as it is. Ethical issues arise only when science is

applied to technology.

Ham represents an extreme version of 6-day creationism,

and many Christians, or followers of many other religions, do

not reject evolution outright or have Ham’s extreme views on

the supposed impact of evolution education on society, but we

are a long way from establishing the scientific fact of evolution

and an understanding of the theory which explains how

evolution happens in the minds of the general public.

So why do people reject good science in favour of

supernatural pseudoscientific explanations? Mazur(14) sug-

gests that social influences, personality and sincerely held,

but irrational, convictions are the key to understanding

implausible beliefs. Social influences, e.g. belonging to a

religion, are more a function of your family’s beliefs than

original belief of your own. Religious choice, he states is ‘an

accident of birth or an act of conformity. Once our religious

identity is determined we coalesce with co-religionists, we see

the world from our religion’s viewpoint’ (p. 192). Personality,

says Mazur, also plays its part. The notion that people who

believe implausible things or reject what seems to be common

sense or scientifically evidenced ideas must be crazy,

deranged, or idiotic and not ‘normal’ – a viewpoint put

forward by Dawkins(15) – should be resisted. These beliefs

almost certainly emanate from normal social processes such

as religious upbringing or conversion in later life. Personality

traits, claims Mazur, may predispose some people towards

implausible beliefs but this is not necessarily related to IQ.

Smart people who clearly do not have a low IQ will believe in

creationism. Their belief is sincere. Mazur relates this back to

childhood social attachments as well as attachment to

spouses, loved ones, friends and associates.

Shermer’s(4) analysis of why people ‘resist the truth of

evolution’ (p.30) and believe creationism over evolution can be

grouped under areas: a general resistance to science; a belief

that evolution is a threat to specific religious tenets; the fear

that evolution degrades our humanity; equating evolution with

moral degeneration and a fear that evolution implies we have

a fixed human nature. Shermer(16) offers a simple answer to

why smart people believe weird things such as creationism,

‘Smart people believe weird things because they are skilled

at defending beliefs they arrived at for non-smart reasons’

(p. 283). Their skill would be a natural product of their

education.

Precisely why people do not believe evolution is complex.

In my view it begins with the natural, intuitive development

of ‘creationist’ ideas as a very young child. As Duschl

explains,(17) this

. . .reflect(s) the formation of an explicit theory based on

their initial essentialist bias – that is, their initial tendency to

believe that things have a true underlying nature. Thus a
BioEssays 31:1255–1262, � 2009 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
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belief that species have fixed essences works against

the necessary concept of a species as a probabilistic

distribution of traits on which natural selection operates.

(p. 101)

Once established, this belief is difficult to counter and may

be reinforced by friends, family, or social attachments, e.g. to

evangelical religious communities.

Evolution is also counterintuitive. This is the basis of

intelligent design creationism. In 1809William Paley(18) stated

that should we find a pocket watch on a heath wewould ‘know’

there was a watchmaker. Likewise the rock or stone we see

alongside the watch needs no maker. How can any complex

animal (e.g. a human) possibly be the result of natural

processes and not be the intentional result of a designer? By

adding the inherent bias towards the ‘creationist’ ideas young

children have to the counterintuitive nature of evolution, not

believing the scientific answer to evolution and believing in a

supernatural, designer-led interpretation of the evidence

becomes more likely.
The nature of misconceptions in science

From an educational point of view creationism is a

misconception. There is evidence to suggest that young

children (aged between 8 and 10) will independently develop a

‘creationist’1 idea about the origins of species, in most cases

without direct contact with religious ideas.(19) All learners will

have misconceptions, sometimes referred to as alternative

conceptions, naive conceptions, or non-scientific concep-

tions. A misconception is identified by educators when what

a person knows and believes does not match what is known

to be scientifically correct. The key to good teaching is to

understand how these misconceptions arise and then how to

challenge them and move the learner towards the currently

accepted position.

In an influential paper in science education, Novak(20)

described eight principles of learning which, although often

debated, are still broadly endorsed by psychologists and

educators.
P1. C
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oncepts (scientific and social) are acquired (very) early

in life.
P2. M
isconceptions are acquired early and are resistant to

modification.
is context ‘creationist’ does not refer to classical Christian Biblical crea-

m or any other form of religious creationism, but the notion that something

een ‘created’ by someone/something, e.g. a mythical or fantasy figure. For

en in a religious environment, the classical religious creationism offers a

on to the issue of the origin of species or the development and diversity of

hen this definition is used ‘creationist’ will appear in quotation marks to

guish it from Biblical creationism.
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P3. P
rior knowledge influences new learning.
P4. In
formation processing capacity is inevitably limited.
P5. M
ost (scientific) knowledge is stored hierarchically.
P6. L
earners are seldom conscious of their cognitive pro-

cesses.
P7. E
pistemological commitments (or cognitive styles) of

student thinking influence learning.
P8. T
hinking, feeling and acting are integrated.
Misconceptions are difficult things to change in children, let

alone adults. The constructivist approach to teaching is

predicated on the idea that learners develop understanding

from their experiences by generating rules andmental models

to make sense of their experiences. Often these will be

misconceptions. Teachers therefore need to be cognisant of

those personal rules and mental models and, rather than

disagree with these constructs and push the ‘correct’ answer

on the learner, provide them with cognitive challenges that

contradict their experiences and move them to a more

acceptable scientific position. Simply stating that a miscon-

ception is wrong does not correct it. Misconceptions are

persistent.

Misconceptions can be implanted through formal or

informal teaching of incorrect ideas as well as being

spontaneously generated. Much work has been done to

understand how formal teaching may correct misconcep-

tions.(17) If they are not challenged, the child, or adult, will have

the ability to construct their own rational defence for the

irrational belief they built or acquired and nurtured (as noted

earlier by Shermer). This also links with Mazur’s explanation

for why their beliefs may be sincere. They link with childhood

social attachments. Rejecting an idea provided by your

parents or an authority figuremay be, in themind of the holder,

a rejection of that individual or institution.

When a misconception is confirmed or reinforced by

people who have knowledge, power, authority and who

proclaim expertise (e.g. the creationist evangelical church

minister who has a science qualification), it is built on a strong

foundation, with strong social attachments. If it is not

challenged early enough, a smart person can, and does,

build a scaffold of misinterpreted evidence to shore up the

irrational, yet sincere, belief.(21) The public understanding of

science is replete with misconceptions – from widely held

ideas such as plants obtaining their food from the soil to the

misconception that we ‘see with our eyes’ and that dinosaurs

and humans co-existed (a creationist favourite).

Applying Novak’s principles to creationist misconceptions

helps to define some of the issues teachers have when trying

to deal with them in the classroom.

Children develop their own understanding or concept of the

origins of species in primary school, often independent of

formal teaching, home, or religious influences (P1). It has

been shown through research that these conceptions are
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‘creationist’ and therefore represent a scientific misconcep-

tion that is difficult to change (P2). Most children and adults

who hold misconceptions are not aware that their ideas are

incorrect (P6). When they are told their idea is incorrect, they

struggle to overcome this (P2 and 4), often refusing to accept

that they are wrong, especially if they have had a

misconception for a long time (P2 and 3). People can hold

a misconception through a formal examination and provide a

correct answer, but still hold themisconception to be ‘the truth’

(P8). If the misconception is the incorrect notion that ‘nature

shows evidence of design’ or that life must have a ‘designer’,

regardless of whether you name that designer or not, you are

laying a firm learning foundation for creationism (P2). The

person with the misconception builds upon that foundation

and accommodates new knowledge to fit with that mis-

conception (P5). Teaching must utilise a variety of learning

styles and adopt a number of approaches and provide

cognitive challenges to affect a change in the misconception

(P7). Early teaching is essential to challenge intuitively

constructed misconceptions.

If young children are additionally indoctrinated with a

creationist viewpoint through home education, church ‘lessons’,

or by creationist literature aimed at the primary age group, the

easier it is to provide slanted evidence to build on the natural

misconception the child adopts. It is also easier to provide an

interpretation of scientific evidence which ‘fits’ the misconcep-

tion, making it far more likely to be accepted.

With creationists targeting young children with books, e.g.

‘Dinosaurs by Besign’(22) or ‘Dinosaurs of Eden’,(23) or comics

and posters that refute science and replace accepted geology

with tales of a global flood, misconceptions can be implanted

very early on. This tactic was reported by the author at the

2009 British Humanist Association international conference in

London.(24) Creationists appeal to the interest that children

naturally have in dinosaurs and fossils. Using this appeal to

reinforce a misconception is nothing short of an intellectual

abuse of children through what I call ‘insidious creationism’,

the deliberate, slow, subtly harmful implanting of a scientific

untruth. This is not done by the creationist community through

ignorance, as those responsible are fully cognisant of the

actual scientific standpoint on evolution and its acceptance by

the overwhelming majority of scientists.(25) Since evolution as

a concept is not formally taught in primary schools in the UK, it

makes such challenges to creationist misconceptions harder

to mount.
Worldview or misconception?

Is creationism a misconception that can be challenged or a

worldview that must be accepted? Reiss(2,26,27) argues that

rather than conceiving of creationism as a misconception that

sound teaching can change, we should think of it as a
1258
worldview. In adopting this stance Reiss(2) concedes that a

change from belief in creationism to belief in evolution may not

happen.

Accepting the worldview perspective does not mean that

the biology teacher should shrink from presenting the

evidence for evolution. However, it does help us appreciate

why such teaching may not be as successful as we would

hope. (p. 6)

This view may indeed reflect the situation that arises when
trying to tackle the teaching of evolution later on in education.

In the UK formal teaching about evolution as a theory does not

happen until the age of 14 plus.

Aspects of the core scientific concepts that underpin the

theory of evolution are taught earlier in the curriculum, e.g.

variation, adaptation, heredity and habitats, but the idea of a

theory of evolution by means of natural selection as a well-

evidenced explanation for the development and diversity of

life on earth is left too late to prevent early misconceptions

taking root.

I disagree with Reiss and his idea of treating creationism

as a ‘worldview’ rather than misconception. Misconceptions

arise from worldviews (Fig. 1) and can be challenged.

Creationism itself, I would argue, is part of a religious

worldview. It is not a worldview in itself. Cobern,(28–31) in a

series of articles discussing his worldview theory and the

development of a scientific worldview, argues that children in

science classes do not have a homogenous worldview. In a

class of students from different social classes, ethnic

backgrounds, etc., there will be a range of different world-

views. What affects their approach to and acceptance of

science can be, and is, affected by their worldview. It is not a

failure to understand something; it is more that the students

do not believe what is being taught. It is this aspect – belief –

that needs to be tackled in science classes and a solution

found as to how we may challenge misconceptions (creation-

ism) without having to destroy beliefs or faith (worldviews) in

the process. As Cobern(28) states,

a worldview cannot be reduced to a set of scientific

conceptions and alternative conceptions about physical

phenomena.. . .worldview is about metaphysical levels

antecedent to specific views that a person holds about

natural phenomena, whether one calls those views

commonsense theories, alternative frameworks, miscon-

ceptions, or valid science. A worldview is the set of

fundamental non-rational presuppositions on which these

conceptions of reality are grounded. (p. 584)
Worldviews may be thought of as schemas, or representa-

tions, constructed to make sense of a range of beliefs and

observations about the natural world or universe, where

supernatural causations for phenomena are not ruled out. It is

the way in which a person would see and interpret the world.
BioEssays 31:1255–1262, � 2009 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.



Figure 1. The relationship between misconceptions, scientific understanding and worldviews (adapted from Cobern (28)).
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For example, a geocentric worldview would be one in which

the earth is seen as the centre of the universe; alternatively, a

heliocentric worldview sees the sun as the centre of a

particular point in the universe. A religiousworldview would be

developed not from an individual’s own beliefs but from an

acceptance of the cultural beliefs of the society to which that

person belongs. Cultural history and traditions, therefore,

serve to create such worldviews. Christian creationism is one

specified view of the origin of life on earth. Many different

cultures have different creation stories and mythologies, from

the Vedic thinking of the universe coming from an egg to the

Aztec’s earth mother and the Inuit raven that created the

world.
Science education, scientific literacy and
evolution in the textbooks

A good science education should have at the heart of

its biology curriculum an understanding of evolution. Major

health issues such as the rise in hospital infections caused by

MRSA and CDiff are linked to evolution, with many teaching

courses now referring to the evolution of resistance to

antibiotics by bacteria as an example of evolution ‘in action’.

Having a well-educated, scientifically literate population is an

aspiration for many governments. Indeed, it is an aspiration

for many scientists. As far back as 1959, Snow(32) saw the

failure of communication between the sciences and huma-

nities, the two cultures, as impeding progress and our problem
BioEssays 31:1255–1262, � 2009 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
solving abilities. In 2003, Greenfield(33) argued that unless

and until we can make science as socially acceptable as

sport, or as fun as going to the cinema, we would be unable to

harness the power of science to deliver what we really want in

life. In a response to this call for greater scientific literacy,

Turney(34) cited evidence that despite the growth of popular

science books, surveys of the general population’s under-

standing of science in general in the UK are stable and people

are indifferent to science.

Here is a paradox. Natural history and science museums

enjoy buoyant visitor numbers. Many of the exhibits at the

museums will provide evidence for evolution from transitional

forms to elaborate displays of human evolution. The recent

‘Darwin’s Big Idea’ exhibition at the Natural HistoryMuseum in

London, celebrating the 200th anniversary of Darwin’s birth

and the 150th anniversary of the publication of ‘Origin of Species’

drew large crowds. Why is evolution not accepted universally

and how has intelligent design gained public acceptance?

Forrest and Gross(35) have examined the intelligent design

movement – the most recent manifestation of American

Biblical creationism – in detail. They expose the ‘Wedge

Strategy’, which outlines the introduction of a supposed

scientific alternative to evolution and document its aggressive

political and public relations campaign, which focusses on

impressing the public at large and the State education boards

in America. The most notable feature of the movement’s

purportedly new scientific paradigm is an abject failure to

produce scientific data in support of its claims or even a

coherent research programme. Indications from public polls
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appear to show that the campaign is appealing to the general

public, though the scientific community rejects intelligent

design.(25)

The attention given to evolution as a topic in UK science

education is scant to say the least. It is poorly presented and

uses out of date examples from nature to support evolution

theory. But another issue also is evident. The UK science

curriculum in general does not give prominence to the study of

evolution. As the central tenet of biology, it should be at the

heart of the science and biology curriculum, not on the fringes.

In the UK, children only start to tackle evolution as a theory

and guiding concept between the ages of 14 and 16, yet there

is no reason for it to be included so late in our science

education. A recent article in a primary science journal(36)

called for the teaching of evolution much earlier, stating that

Darwin’s theory can be used as an example of the process of

science, i.e. what the UK science education system calls ‘How

ScienceWorks’. The article goes on to state that it can also be

fun for children to learn as it appeals to their natural curiosity

and the story behind the theory is a fascinating one for

children to learn. Sadly, science has just been demoted from

the UK primary curriculum as a core subject. What effect this

may have on science education in general is yet to be seen.

When evolution is finally introduced in the last two formal

years of education in the UK, the subject is not necessarily

well covered and it is not comprehensive. There is a persistent

use of old, ‘standard’ examples from the evolution of the

horse, presented as a linear sequence,(37,38) to the peppered

moth, where sometimes confusion arises over whether this

represents evolution or natural selection. The textbooks,

when they do cover evolution and the story of its development

as a theory, often contain inaccurate information, from minor

errors, e.g. stating that Darwin was the Beagle’s ‘on-board

biologist’,(39) to an omission of any mention of the co-

discoverer, Alfred Russel Wallace.(37)

In yet another science textbook(40) an illustration of a film

poster for Godzilla, showing a dinosaur-like fire-breathing

fictional creature, is captioned ‘dinosaurs once ruled the

planet’. Not only is this caption misguided, in that the film

creation Godzilla was neither real nor a dinosaur, but the

notion that dinosaurs could breathe fire merely gives

credence to creationist claims of dinosaurs being the source

of the stories of fire breathing dragons in mythology. Add to

this the description of frozen mammoths as ‘ice fossils’,(38)

when a more correct term would be ice mummies and it is no

wonder that confusion is evident.
2A recent television programme in the UK on the nature of sleep showed an

American scientist describe, first of all, his ‘hypothesis’ that not eating during

transatlantic flights would reduce considerably the impact of jet lag. In another

scene, the same scientist referred to his ‘theory’ about eating and jet lag.

Although thiswasapopular sciencedocumentary, the confusion between theory

andhypothesiswasexplicit andwill only serve to add to public confusion over the

status of such terminology.
The language of science

More disturbing than errors in the textbooks, which could be

corrected, is the apparent lack of understanding that science

graduates have of the nature of science and their confused
1260
definitions of key terminology such as ‘fact’, ‘theory’, ‘law’, and

‘hypothesis’.(41,42) When creationism plays on vernacular

meanings of words to discredit science by claiming that

evolution is ‘not a fact’ or ‘just a theory’, we should expect

science to be able to defend its position. Yet some scientists

are guilty of being imprecise with their use of terminology, e.g.

when theory and hypothesis are used interchangeably.2

Small-scale research into the issue of science graduates’

understanding of scientific terminology reveals that many

have confused and incorrect ideas about the nature of science

and an inadequate understanding of key scientific terminol-

ogy. Studying aspects of the history and philosophy of science

and how science has developed as a discipline over time

would help to alleviate such confusions, but it is evident that

this is not the norm for science undergraduates.(41–43)

Another issue is the use of design-orientated language

in peer-reviewed, published scientific articles. This use of

design language only serves to reinforce the intelligent-design

creationist’s stance of ‘inference to design’ for the origin of

complex biological structures, rather than the evolution of

such structures through natural selection. If scientists use the

language of design in their technical papers, or use such

language to help translate complex technical science to a

wider audience, this can encourage and reinforce misconcep-

tions. For example, in a paper published by the Proceedings of

the National Academy of Sciences(44) the following statement

was made on the structure and function of the Müller cells in

the eye:

At the same time, the increasing refractive index together

with their funnel shape at nearly constant light guiding

capability. . . make them ingeniously designed light collec-

tors. (p. 8290)

The author surely did not intend to show evidence of a

designer – this is an example of imprecise language in a

scientific paper – which is counterproductive. It was seized

upon by the creationist community as ‘scientific evidence of

design’.(45)

In the teaching of science, language plays a central role. As

well as explaining scientific terminology, decoding the

structure of scientific language and identifying the roots,

prefixes and suffixes that characterise scientific narrative,

teachers and scientists should reject talk of a ‘belief’ in

evolution. This approach also serves to resolve, in part, the

issue of a rejection of evolution due to a clash with an

established religious viewpoint. We do not, for example, talk
BioEssays 31:1255–1262, � 2009 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
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about ‘belief’ in gravity or atoms; we accept them due to the

weight of scientific evidence. The same is true for evolution. It

is accepted as a scientific fact due to the weight of evidence.

Acceptance of something does not preclude belief in God or

other forms of religious belief or faith. This approachwould not

have impact on any ‘religious worldview’ held by a child or its

parent, but it does allowmisconceptions to be challenged with

evidence.
Conclusion and recommendations

It is clear that creationism, in whatever form, is not going to

disappear. To combat any rise in creationism and to ensure

that evolution education is at the core of our biology teaching,

certain actions must be taken:
1. P
Bio
olicy-makers and curriculum developers must begin to

provide for evolution education in primary schools. Crea-

tionist misconceptions implanted or naturally occurring in

primary age children will be very difficult, if not impossible,

to correct at a later date.
2. S
chool science textbook and resource writers must pro-

vide better, more up-to-date examples of evolution – from

the wealth of evidence that exists in the scientific literature

and museum collections.
3. P
re-service and practising teachers must be given the

tools to combat creationist arguments as well as a way

of dealing with creationist interventions by pupils in science

classrooms (i.e. discuss acceptance not belief).
4. T
he community of science educators must come to an

agreement on the definitions of key terminology associated

with the nature of science and scientific enquiry as used in

our school-based science education.
5. S
cientists must avoid inappropriate and imprecise lan-

guage, such as design-related terminology, in the commu-

nication of their findings to their peers and the public.

We cannot prevent the publication of creationist books and

comics aimed at children, but as a community of scientists

and science educators we can prevent creationist ideas being

taken on board by our children and students as ‘factual’. We

can help prevent misconceptions taking hold.

For too long science has been on the back foot reacting to

carefully researched creationist arguments that look for areas

of science where the evidence is incomplete; not missing, not

weak, not unobtainable in time. While science may not have

provided all the answers to the development and diversity of

life on earth, one thing is certain, creationism, in all its forms,

has provided not a single answer. Over the past 100 years it

has moved considerably towards accepted evolutionary

science, with, for example, their full acceptance of natural
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selection and the emergence of new species. Evolution has

never moved towards creationism.

It is time for science, and biology in particular, to be

proactive. The close of Darwin’s bicentennial year is a good

time to resolve to restore evolution as the central, guiding

tenet of biology and re-establish its position at the heart of

biological education.
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